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Summary Outlook 

 

 

Summary 

Our base case outlook for 2018 is for the equity market to post a high-single digit/low double digit total return, in line 

with its long term historic average.  Street earnings expectations call for a solid 15% gain, as companies are benefiting 

from a synchronized global economic expansion, reduced regulatory burden, and expectations for lower corporate tax 

rates that ought to benefit low-levered corporations.  Adding a roughly 1.8% dividend yield (for the S&P 500), and some 

give back in P/E multiple, puts our total return expectation for equities at around 10% for 2018.  We also expect high 

yield to underperform from current levels, as investors look for higher risk adjusted returns in equities and other assets.  

This “risk on” outlook we believe sets the stage for a potentially much more volatile financial markets as the year 

Current Street Sixty Guilders

Economic Outlook Greater Than Street

Real GDP 2.5% 2.6% > 

Inflation (GDP Deflator) 1.7% 1.7% > 

Nominal GDP 4.2% 4.4% > 

Rates Outlook Flatter Than Street

2 Year Treasury Note Yield 1.92% 2.00% > 

10 Year Treasury Note Yield 2.47% 2.80% = 

30 Year Treasury Note Yield 2.82% 3.60% < 

Credit Outlook Worse than Current

High Yield Index Yield 5.80% NE > 

High Yield Index OAS 363 bps NE > 

Equity Outlook Decent Upside, but expect more Volatility

S&P 500 Earnings Growth 15% NE 

S&P 500 Trailing P/E Ratio 23x NE < 

S&P 500 Forward P/E Ratio 19x NE NE 

VIX (Volatility Index) 10% NE > 

Dividend Yield 1.82% NE = 

S&P 500 Level 2682 NE 2900

S&P Total Return 10%

Note:  " = " Sixty Guilders expects value to equal street expectations

              " > " Sixty Guilders expects value to exceed street expectations

              " < " Sixty Guilders expects value to be below street expectations

Source: YCharts, Inc., https://fred.stlouisfed.org, Sixty Guilders Research, LLC

2018 Estimates



 

progresses.  Given the backdrop of full valuations and low volatility, we believe that in order to outperform beyond just 

this one year ahead, we will have to focus more on avoiding the pretty tulips that everyone is bidding up, and instead 

seek value among the weeds of the less followed paths of hybrid securities, old economy companies, and solid balance 

sheets. 

 

Volatility is Dead  

In 2017, a big cause for the upward surprise in the equity market’s performance was a multiple expansion (atlhough 

earnings helped somewhat as well), which we believe has built quite optimistic expecations for 2018 and beyond.  In 

retrospect 2017 was a year of resseting expectations, from the low-growth “new normal” that we had been accustomed 

since the post-2008 credit crisis recovery, to a “let the good times roll” once again, ushered by a fresh outlook on 

reduced regulation and a generally more business friendly environment. 

The big risks to the 2018 outlook, in our opinion, don’t rest so much on the economic cycle, but rather the lofty 

valuations themselves coupled with extremely low volatility.  This low volatility implies complacency, as investors are 

used to assets only going in one direction, up.  The S&P options volatility index, the VIX, is currently trading at 10%.  Had 

German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche been a stockmarket speculator instead, he may have coined a “volatility is 

dead” phrase. 

 
Source: YCharts, Inc. 

 

As can be seen from the chart, the two spikes to the 25% level or above occurred during the significant market pullbacks 

of late 2015 and early 2016 of around 15% and 10% respectively for the S&P 500 (see chart next page).  Does that mean 

that an increase in volatility spells trouble for the equity markets?  Yes, and no.  A significant spike,yes, but a more 

steady uptick could actually be healthy, for a well-functioning market.  The problem is that volatility typically spikes 

dramatically, after which it starts decreasing in a more orderly fashion.  The net effec t, in our opinion, is that the cause 

for concern for volatility, is not when it’s high, but rather when it’s low, and especially times like this when it appears, 



 

exceptionally low.  So, just like Nietzsche eventually met his maker, we believe volatility will at some point have its final 

say on the financial markets. 

 
Source: YCharts, Inc. 

 

Higher High Yield Please 

On the credit side of the equation, we believe high yield has also been a major beneficiary of low volatility, as well as 

continued low government bond rates worldwide that have forced income investors out the risk spectrum.  

Furthermore, under the now old “new normal” outlook of slow growth, investors could generate decent total return 

from high yield without much risk, and without giving up much expected upside foregone by not investing in equities.   

Now, with an improved economic outlook, the relative safety of high yield is less desirable.    We expect the “animal 

spirits” to start pushing the marginal high yield investor back into equities for the promise of greater returns.   

 

 



 

If the market rate predictions for a continued increase in the 10 year yield materialize, high yield bonds will have the 

further pressure from the yield curve shift.  And if the rosy economic outlook fails to materialize, whether due to an 

exogenous shock or geopolitical event, a flight to quality will also cause high yield to perform poorly.   Finally, the just 

passed tax bill, bodes ill-well for distressed credit due to the limitation of interest expense to a maximum of 30% of 

EBITDA.  Overall, we believe the goldilocks environment for credit risk has come to an end even if a spike in default rates 

is not necessarily on the immediate term horizon.  

 

A Bitcoin For Your Thoughts 

Although one would think buying a stock of a company named Long Island Iced Tea Corp would be a no-brainer, 

apparently it is not near the no-brainer compared to buying the stock of a company with the name Long Blockchain Corp 

(blockchain is the technology behind Bitcoin and all other emerging crypto-currencies).  So hats off to the management 

of Long Island Ice Tea Corp for proposing this name change for its corporation, leading to a roughly doubling of its stock 

price overnight.  We just hope when party is over the hangover is not worse than that implied by its prior corporate 

name. 

 

 
Source: WSJ 

 

For those readers already lost in the cryptocurrency lingo, here’s our attempt to shed some light, as best as we can 

understand it: 

 Cryptocurrencies (such as Bitoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Iota, and myriads of others).  Means of exchanging value 

over the internet, anonymously, without the use of a clearing platform intemediary (such as a bank, credit card 

company, or even PayPal).  The lack of a “clearing” intermediary that under traditional money transfers would 

provide “trust” in exchange for a fee, is a key benefit of cryptocurrencies. 

 Blockchain (and public ledger).  Blockchain is the open source (no “secret sauce” here) that makes these 

cryptocurrencies offer the paradoxical benefits of anomimity and trust simultaneously.  In a traditional currency 

transaction buyer sends money to a bank/credit card company/PayPal/etc, then the bank/credit card 

company/PayPal/etc sends money to the seller (most often there is a second set of intermediary financial 

institutions that receive the payment for the benefit of the seller).  Anonimity and trust between buyer and 

seller are guaranteed by the intermediary financial institutions at the cost of a fee and the fact the 

intermediaries know the buyers and sellers.  The databases that are used for these transactions are maintained 

by th financial institutions.  Blockchain on the other hand, is a system where the databases for all transactions 

are publicly available, stored on thousands of computers around the world, and visible to all.  This “public 



 

ledger” is not only viewale by all, but each transaction is veryfied by all, and once verified, its information is 

added to the track record of exchange “called the blockchain” following the money flow between buyer and 

seller.  So not only is the money transferred, but so is the information that veryfies a transaction as valid.  Thus, 

the distributed nature of trade verification is imbedded in the cryptocurrency a buyer is sending to the seller 

making the seller trust the payment, while preserving the anonimity of the buyer. 

o Blockchain analogy:  Imagine if US dollar bills didn’t have all the artwork and fraud prevention inks and 

designs, but the only thing they had printed on them was the dollar amount and the serial number.  

Furthermore, imagine that the serial number wasn’t just a production run number, but rather computer 

code that verified the amount on the bill as well as the fact that the sender of the bill truly had that 

amount in his/her posession prior to sending it to the receiver.  This is what blockchain technology does 

in a virtual world. 

o Public ledger analogy:  In a normal currency-based transaction imagine the buyer walking into his/her 

bank handing over his money.  The bank then sends the money to the seller’s bank, and the seller’s bank 

hands the money to the seller.  In a cryptocurrency transaction imagine the following:  A football 

stadium full of people that witness two players walk onto the field (a buyer and a seller), both 

anonymous to each other and to the people in the stands.  The buyer throws a football to the seller.  

The “football” is the cryptocurrency.  The people in the stands, each individually witness the throw, 

verify the football was of the right size (amount), was unique (hadn’t already been thrown to someone 

else), and their verification efforts are stamped (new block added to the existing blockchain) onto the 

football (cryptocurrency) before the seller steps off the field.  The people in the stands are the “miners”. 

 Miners.  Miners are the computers that host all the world’s cryptocurrency transaction ledgers, veryfy each new 

transaction, and add new “blocks” (new blockchain information) to the existing blockchain as new transactions 

occur.  Yes, you too can become a miner if you want to dedicate enough computer hardware capacity to the 

task.  Your payment will be in the form of fees per transaction verified as well as payment of additional currency, 

newly minted from your efforts (thus the mining name). 

 Money supply.  Ok, so the cryptos haven’t yet come up with a swanky name for this as far as we can tell, but it is 

important to note that through “mining” (see point above), the number of currency units in circulation increases 

over time.  But unlike government issued currency that may be printed on demand, most cryptocurrencies have 

a predetermined money supply growth rate as well as an ultimate cap on currency units (21 million for Bitcoin 

for example).  Due to the lack of effective “lending” of cryptocurrencies, shorting is near impossible in the “cash” 

market.  This is an important point, because  the absense of lending by financial institutions doesn’t allow the 

money supply of cryptos to increase in synch with economic growth/demand.  Although shorting through newly 

launched futures markets is available for Bitcoin, this is limited to investors wishing to make a directional bet on 

the price of Bitcoin, it cannot create “new currency” like a traditional reserve banking system can. 

 Cryptocurrencies – Cryptos, yes, but currencies?  So are cryptocurrencies currencies or not? Well, they are 

certainly cryptos, as they do trade anonimously.  But, in our opinion they fail they currency test, which calls for 

an instrument to be a store of value to be called a currency.  The volatility of cryptocurrencies makes them 

terrible stores of value. Note that any time we read about somebody buying a house using Bitoin, what we never 

read is somebody selling a house using Bitcoin (or anything else of value quoting the price in Bitcoin).  Instead, 

Bitcoin and other cryptos are used only for the transfer ofpayment, with the payment set at whatever the 

exchange rate is at that instant between Bitcoin and an underlying sovereign currency.  To put it bluntly, we’ll be 

willing to concede that cryptos are currencies when Somali pirates start demanding ransom payment quoted in 

Bitcoin.  And in case you are already thinking about pursuing a career in cryptocurrency mining, note that the 

software necessary for cryptocurrency mining, is available for sale, in dollars!  As the old adage goes, the money 

is not in mining, but in selling shovels to the miners. 



 

Even those of you that jumped ahead, glazing over the prior paragraphs on cryptos and blockchain, you may be 

wondering why we dedicated so much thought to this non-traditional, non-currency, potentially frought with money 

laundering opportunities asset class.  For several reasons we believe this brave new cryptocurrency world is important 

to monitor: 

1. Represents real value.  As of this writing Bitcoin alone has a circulation value in excess of $200 billion.  This is 

greater than the stock market capitalization of companies such as Pfizer, Coco-Cola, and Citigroup. The top 100 

cryptocurriencies (yes, there are more than 100), have a combined value of more than $450 billion, almost equal 

to that of Warren Buffet’s Berkshire Hathaway.  Whether we believe cryptos are for real, or just another bubble, 

real capital has been invested in these over the last few years, and exponentially so in 2017. 

 

S&P 500 Versus Bitcoin 

 
Source: YCharts, Sixty Guilders Research, LLC 

 

2. Asset correlation.  Despite its nasceant and mostly meteoric rise, the cryptocurrency world is beginning to 

experience increased correlation with equities.  Bitcoin for example, has seen its trailing six-month average daily 

correlation to the S&P 500 increase from about 40% in 2015 to almost 90% (88%) currently.  The periods of 

negligible to negative correlation occurred during equity market pullbacks while Bitcoin was continuing its 

exponential rise.  Yet, as can be seen from the attached chart, during 2017, correlation has stabilized at 80% or 

higher, which to us implies a certain maturity of the Bitcoin asset class as an alternative investment.  With more 

than 60% of Bitcoin trading occuring in Asia and as much as 35% in North America, this is truly a global market.  

It will be interesting to us to gauge over time whether speculation in cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin becomes a 

canary in the coal mine (a market signal/proxy) on risk appetite in the market.   Recall, one major lesson of the 

financial market is that during a financial panic, even previously uncorrelated assets become highly correlated. 

 

  



 

Bitcoin Correlation to the S&P 500 

 
Source: YCharts, Sixty Guilders Research, LLC 

 

3. The virtual world has real-world needs.  For those that happened to catch a recent Wall Street Journal article 

about mining Bitcoins in Venezuela, it will come to no surprise that cryptocurrency mining is an exersize of 

converting conventional energy into monetary value through computing.   This is done by design, in order to 

ensure that the creation of Bitcoins is slow, so as not to lead to inflation.  According to digiconomist.net that 

tracks the subject, the Bitcoin network is consuming power at an annual rate of 32TWh—about as much as the 

economy of Denmark or Bulgaria. By the site's calculations, each Bitcoin transaction consumes 250kWh, enough 

to power an average US home for eight to nine days (source:  https://digiconomist.net/Bitcoin-energy-

consumption ).  Other cryptocurrencies are much more efficient, for example Etherium, can mine at a rate of 

one and a half days of average home power per transaction.  Nonetheless, it is hard to imagine a sustainable 

business model for cryptocurrencies that relies to such a great degree on one of the world economy’s most 

important resources, energy. 

There’s something very deja dot-com all over again about cryptocurrencies, that brings back those special memories 

from the late 1990s where a dot-com attached to a company’s name became instant branding of future world 

domination.   In a way, today’s crypto-craze makes the dot-coms of the 90s appear like junior varsity squads by 

comparison.  Long gone are the even modest requirements of registrations with the SEC, annual audits by reputable 

accounting firms, and underwritings by investment banks.  Today’s craze is driven by open source code, limited only by 

the imagination of computer afficionados while attracting global capital without restrictions of currency flow or 

regulation.  It is entirely possible this bubble lasts longer, gets bigger, and captures more wealth than the dot-com 

bubble.  But when it pops, it will be added to the history books providing us with an additional chapter to global financial 

bubbles of the last 500 years. 

As always, we thank you for your interest and support, and welcome all questions and suggestions. 

 

Dimitri Triantafyllides, CFA 

(704)968-9074 

Sixty Guilders Research, LLC 
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